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Who We Are
STX:LDN

Stacks leverages the pow
er 

of the Bitcoin N
etw

ork

Stacks Advocates, Are Bitcoin Advocates
Our group is made up of Bitcoiners, who believe 
in the mass adoption and original vision of 
Bitcoin, with an ambition to build dApps, NFT’s 
and DeFi applications utilising the unique 

decentralization and security that only the 
Bitcoin Blockchain provides. We believe this 
is capability is currently best achieved via the 
Stacks blockchain.

STX:LDN
STX LDN is a Stacks Blockchain advocates 
meetup group organising Bitcoin & Stacks 
educational events in and around London, UK.
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D
iscover  W

eb3  applications 
secured by Bitcoin

Hybrid Event Organisation
STX:LDN is focused on creating  human 
connections among Bitcoiners, crypto 
enthusiasts and those building, working, 
investing and interested in Bitcoin, 
Cryptocurrencies, Blockchain, NFT’s and Web 
3.0.

 We aim to achieve this by facilitating multiple 
types of event experiences, from local meetups 
to full blown festivals!  This includes many 
hybrid events, mixing event styles together to 
provide maximum experience, exposure and 
enjoyment for all attendees.
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Our Mission
Bitcoin Education
The one thing that drew our team to the Stacks 
blockchain and community, is it’s anchoring to 
Bitcoin and recognition Bitcoin’s importance.

For STX:LDN and the Stacks community, Bitcoin 
education is foremost and key to understanding 
of Blockchain and Cryptocurrency. “The only overlap is to m

ake 
it so m

iners can search for 
proof-of-w

ork for both 
netw

orks sim
ultaneously.” - 

Satoshi N
akam

oto on other 
Blockchains (BitDN

S)

STX:LDN
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Stacks Education
The Stacks blockchain does not seek to be a 
competitor to Bitcoin, but instead an extension 
to the Bitcoin ecosystem.

Stacks gives greater development access to 
Bitcoin security features, by enabling Smart 
Contracts secured by Bitcoin block validation.

Workshops
Learn about the Stacks ecosystem and discover 
projects building on Bitcoin via Stacks.  DeFi, 
GameFi, NFT’s and more...

Experience presentations of the latest Stacks 
applications and work with others developing in 
the ecosystem via networking and hackathons.

Networking
Meet people from all over the globe who are 
pushing the message of Bitcoin forward via 
Bitcoin centric programmes and companies.

Join the Stacks community and connect with 
other like-minded individuals interested in and 
building on Bitcoin.



Building on Bitcoin.
Stacks is a Layer 1 solution, that harnesses 
the power and security of Bitcoin on-chain 
settlement finality and its Proof-Of-Work 
algorithm for smart contracts and dApps.

Stacks consensus is achieved by a mechanism 
known as Proof-Of-Transfer (POX), which 
recycles Bitcoins Proof-Of-Work and is 
validated by  blocks on the Bitcoin blockchain.

Exam
ples of successful 

projects built on Stacks

STX:LDN
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Hiro Wallet Ryder.id Megapont Apes

Hiro is the native  wallet of the Stacks 
blockchain and is available in both desktop and 
browser extension formats.

Hiro is extremely robust and popular as Stacks’ 
native wallet, with over 70K downloads on  
Google’s browser extension store.

Hiro Wallet

Ryder,id is a unique wearables device powered 
by the Stacks blockchain, with unique features 
that have not yet been seen in the crypto space.

The devices are NFT’s themselves, which allow 
interaction with other types of NFT and make 
use of wireless communication technologies.

Ryder.id

Stacks’ leading NFT project, by volume and 
activity.  Megapont Apes has built one of the 
most interesting NFT communities in the space.  
Currently the most coveted Stacks NFT’s. 

Expanding the Mega Pont universe across 
multiple blockchains, Mega Kongs were recently 
dropped on OpenSea, charting at 28th in the 
first 24 hours!

Megapont Apes

Built on Stacks Ӿ



Join Us
STX:LDN Membership
Registering as an STX:LDN member gives 
you access to member updates and future 
membership features and rewards.

Members benefit in principal by having their 
voices heard and amplified within the STX:LDN 
and wider Stacks community.

STX:LDN is the #1 UK based 
Stacks community

STX:LDN
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Get Involved

“The w
hole is other than 

the sum
 of the parts.” – Kurt 

Koffk
a

We’re always looking to collaborate with Bitcoin 
and Stacks related projects or advocates.  If 
you want to get involved as a speaker exhibitor, 
sponsor, or volunteer, get in touch with our team 
to discuss your ideas.

STX:LD
N
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Where To Begin

STX:LD
N

Connect With Us
You can always connect with us by following our 
STX:LDN profiles on the sites to the right of this 
page.  Links are clickable!

STXLDN Website: https://stxldn.com

Stacks Official  Website: https://stacks.co

General enquiry: hello@stxldn.com

Media enquiries: media@stxldn.com

Collabs/Partner: collab@stxldn.com

Sponsor enquiry: sponsor@stxldn.com

Bitcoin’s Genesis block was 
mined on 03/01/2009
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https://www.linkedin.com/company/stx-ldn
http://linkedin.com/company/stx-ldn
https://discord.gg/pqzcfSYFG4
https://discord.gg/pqzcfSYFG4
https://facebook.com/stxldn
https://twitter.com/stxldn
https://app.sigle.io/stxldn.btc
https://sigle.io/stxldn.btc
https://www.meetup.com/nft-clothing-club-stacks-stx-london/
https://stxldn.com
https://stacks.co 
mailto:hello@stxldn.com
mailto:media@stxldn.com
mailto:collab@stxldn.com
mailto:sponsor@stxldn.com


Thank you.

Vires in Numeris - 
“Strength in Numbers” B

STX:LDN

WWW.STXLDN.COM
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